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and EV3). If the module contains established GWAS genes, they are reported on the middle row (purple 37 font). If there is an enrichment of transcription factor targets of transcription factors expressed in that 38 module, the transcription factors are labeled on the bottom row (red font). If significant enrichment 39 with a specific cell type gene set is observed, this is indicated with the cell-type labeled colored boxes. Appendix Tables   85   86   Appendix Table S1 87 Overview of the number of Marioni-based GWAS genes at different p-value cutoffs. For each cutoff is listed the number of genes in the gene set (marioni), 88 how many of these are expressed in mouse hippocampus, out of those how many are in the APPtg-Blue module (marioni_blue), how many are significantly 89 differentially expressed (marioni_DE), how many are both in APPtg-Blue and significantly differentially expressed (marionin_DE_blue) and how many of those 90 
